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The Twin Towers 9/11 “hinge” to unsealing Revelations (Revealed 2001) 

     

The Twin Towers event in Sept 11th 2001 shocked the world never before had such traumatic event 

been seen by billions on live TV. The entire world was revited by this event fear of the unknown 

hit billions “what does this all mean ? It was an unatural occurance almost supernatural in origin 

an attack on democracies and western nations around the world. This was a biblical proportion 

event bringing radical security controls upon nations. Yet years after this event occurred several 

investigations above and beyond the official CIA reports have emerged revealing suspiciouse 

activities around this event. Was this a well orchestrated event as many have felt this was a well 

planned demolition of the buildings. When the buildings fell they had minimal effect or damage 

on other buildings surrounding the Twin Towers. 

On live footage the planes seemed to disapear into nothing as they hit the buildings, the planes 

seemed to cut through hundreds of layers of solid steel as they passed through the building 

popping out the other side, which was impossible. Many eye witnesses on the ground reported 

seeing no planes on the day just explosions, suggesting CGI pictures of the planes were added in 

by the media, as some bizzare footage of wings missing before impact suggests. Trucks were 

reported to have removed tonnes of gold from the towers just prior to their collapse, the building 

owners took out massive insurance policies prior to the towers collapse. Ground reports of eye 

witnesses spoke of bombs going off on several floors. News reporters reported about building 7 a 

third building collapsing 30 minuets or so before it actually did.  

Other specialist reports came of building and steel disintigration dissapearing in mid air on the actual 

site, where left over debree was minamal barely enough to cover a few car parks. Cars were 

reported to have spontaeneously and mystereously combusted and melted all around the 9/11 site. 

Minimal debrees was left as solid steel durring the collapse turned into dust in mid air on live 

footage, another impossibility. Reports that possible secret directed energy weapons were used on 

the buildings to cause such an effect on the structural steel, turning it to dust. Only one or two 
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filing cabinates were ever recovered from thousands that were in the building, the rest had turned 

to dust and disapeared.  This event was then blamed on Islamic terroists leading to the invasion of 

Iraq by the US, looking for chemical weapons that were never found. Iraq was a false flag 

invasion through internal corruption by the US against a country that never killed one USA 

citizen. 

Sept 11, 2001 (Dream Diary) 

In a dream last night five poisen tipped (leadership corruption) puffa fish (Islamic terroists planes) 

were killing animals (representing people and nations) causing a slow death, poisening their flesh 

with their spikes, the animals were then filled with maggots (bitternes, hatred, unforgiveness, 

corruption). These fish were bouncing up and down hitting animals and people with their sharp 

spikes. If a fishes spike hit you, poisen would get in and do something to your heart causing it to 

rot. I managed to shoot two fish and killed them on the ground (2 planes Pentagon and open 

field) another two were then shot by another man with me (twin towers planes) as they bounced 

into the sky, he blew them to bits with a shot gun. As I walked along a path with the man with the 

shot gun, I looked down and saw a duck that was very sick sitting on the ground it was half alive. 

This sick looking duck had maggots eating its stomach and flesh it was rotting from the inside out 

(evil and corruption within the US) it had been poisened.   

 

The 5th fish seemed to get away (missed plane?) it was smaller than the other 4, that was the end of 

the dream. I woke up from this dream at 6.30am on the 12.1.2001 to news on TV, of terroist 

attacks against America’s Twin Towers. These attacks had just taken place, two reported planes 

(CGI ? many reports indicate fowl play) hit the world trade towers killing over 2740 people as 

later recorded. One plane hit the pentagon killing 800 people, a forth plane hit the ground in 

Pennsylvania stopped by heroic passengers. There seemed to be no report of a 5th plane ?.  
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After this puffer fish dream a scripture was illuminated to this auther in John 11::4 “This sickness is 

not unto death but for the glory of God, that the son of God may be glorified through it” 

(this all leads to something bigger in Revelations) and then Luke 13:1-9, about the galilians and 

the eighteen who died in a tower that fell on them, they needed to repent. The Lord prompted  

this author through this event, that He was now testing the harvest fields of the nations, to see 

how ripe there are for harvesting. That repentance was needed in the nations especially within the 

US and it’s international influences. It seems more conflict and destruction is coming in due 

course, one event will lead to another. 

Mens hearts are being tested in this hour through these times of trouble from 9/11 onwards, a hinge to 

further fullfillments in the book of Daniel and Revelation. People who took the bait of Satan over 

Islamic terroism to become angry at them and offended, would become poisened by the 

circumstances with bitterness and unforgiveness towards Islamic terroists. This is a testing a type 

of seperation of hearts the chaff from the wheat the goats and the sheep was now beginning on 

the Earth. This has been loosed by allowing Satan to do evil, God was going to allow this to head 

towards a worldwide harvest Rev 14:14-16. A great trial is coming upon the Earth a shaking Hag 

2:6, allowing the mystery of evil to manifest in the midst of a famine of love. This is the hour of 

testing through great darkness (corruption, evil, deception) covering the people and the nations Is 

60:2.  

(16 years on from 9/11 on Jan 2017 Trump is inugurated as President Dan 7:22 on the 42nd month of 

the Rev 13:5-7 42 months war aginst the saints, a sign post of Gods“favor” for harvest to come) 

Rev 3:10 Because you have kept My command to persevere, I also will keep you from the hour 

of trial which shall come upon the whole world, to test those who dwell on the earth. 

(NKJV) 
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Isa 60:2 For behold, the darkness shall cover the earth, and deep darkness the people; But the 

LORD will arise over you, And His glory will be seen upon you.  (NKJV) 

Hag 2:6 “For thus says the LORD of hosts: 'Once more (it is a little while) I will shake heaven 

and earth, the sea and dry land; and I will shake all nations, and they shall come to the 

Desire of All Nations, and I will fill this temple with glory,' says the LORD of hosts.   

(NKJV) 

 A week or so later after this dream while at work listening to news reports on 9/11, the media were 

all quoting Nostrodamas “fire from the sky prophecy” (new age). This seemed so wrong as 

Nostrodamas was a secular occult fortune teller, something this big to bring such fear and change 

to the world had to be in prophecy, but where ?.  

To understand this event I had to go back a year prior to Sept 11th 2001. The Lord had me keep 

certain articles about two other major events int the world news at the time, the “Ozone layer” 

report of 2000 and the “foot and mouth” outbreak in Europe of 2001. I placed these artickles in 

my scrap book, why God wanted me to keep these I did not know at the time. Then after the 2001 

event of the twin towers, I said “Lord this is huge the world felt this, it must be in scripture 

where is it ?” the response I got was “read the book of Isaiah”. So I did, I went through Isaiah 

looking for a prophecy to do with the twin towers. I then came across a 2700 year old scriptural 

prophecy prompted by the Lord in “Isaiah 30:25-26”.  

This prophecy by Isaiah was written between 704 BC – 686 BC, about certain events leading to 

certain towers falling. I then realised this prophecy had just been fullfilled in our generation on 

Sept 11th 2001. This marked the beginning of something from God to unfold in the Earth, a 

spiritual prophetic seasonal change had occurred. This was a time of acceleration around the 

world, a quickening like the blowing of a Trumpet from heaven. Yet not one media outlet or 

ministry in the body of Christ had brought forth this prophecy of the towers from the book of 

Isaiah, this was an exclusive from the Lord. 

In the Isaiah 30:25-26 prophecy you find events that take place together through specific wording, 

such as the great slaughter (Foot and mouth live stock in Europe) the sun becoming seven fold 

(Ozone layer Antarctica) and the towers fall (Twin towers 9/11). Very specific events happen 

exactly as written. All in the same time frame of this prophecy such as the three artcikles I had 

kept indicated, God was revealing something. 
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Isaiah 30:25-26  

There will be on every high mountain and on every high hill Rivers and streams of waters, In 

the day of the great slaughter, When the towers fall. Moreover, the light of the moon will be 

as the light of the sun, and the light of the sun will be sevenfold, as the light of seven days. In 

the day that the LORD binds up the bruise of His people and heals the stroke of their 

wound.    (KJV)  

Prophecy fulfillment breakdown: 

25 There will be on every high mountain and on every high hill Rivers (spiritual mountains Gods 

River) and streams of waters (Revival waters to come to the earth in His time for the Rev 4:14-

16 worldwide harvest), In the day of the great slaughter (foot and mouth in UK millions of 

livestock are slaughtered started Feb 2001 media coverage was worldwide. In Deut 28:18, 31 

God warned that if His people turned away from the word of God. He would strike their cattle as 

a curse. The 1611 King James Bible came out of Europe, many churches have been turned into 

pubs and mosques all across Europe a great falling away of Christians has occurred there) See 

Article below kept in scrap book from 26.3.2001: 

 

A great slaughter of livestock 

In the same year of the great slaughter of livestock across Europe 9/11 happens When the towers 

fall. (Sept 11, 9/11-2001 in USA) See article kept from scrap book below 14.9.2001: 
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26 Moreover the light of the moon will be as the light of the sun (The sun radiates radiation this is 

an increase in light of the sun and moon, increased radiation from the sun. The Antarctic ozone 

hole layer depletion was at a record 10.5 million square miles, observed as the largest ever hole 

recorded since 1987 this was in Sept 1998 NASA press release) See article below kept from 

9.9.2000: 

   

And the light of the sun will be sevenfold as the light of seven days (Light radiation from the sun 

has increased, it’s not the Global warming theory. This is Ozone hole depletion fluctuation 

causing an increase in weather anomalies, radiation, heat waves, sun light and increased cancers 

in the earth monitored since 1980’s), In the day that the Lord binds up the bruise of His 

people (This binding up of the bruise a healing for His people comes through the worldwide Rev 
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14:14-16 Harvest Glory outpouring to come. This is a healing for the saints from generations of 

antichrist infiltration and persecution that has led in our generation to the “Fullness of 

transgression” Dan 8:23. The occurrence of 9/11 then led us into the Iraq invasion of 2003 the 

5th Trumpet, we then crossed into the 6th Trumpet in 2009 with Obamas election, moving us into 

the Arab Spring of 2010. War began in Syria then Iraq with the formation of Isis, beginning the 

42 months “war against the saints” Rev 13:5-7. All of this has been a domino effect from 9/11.  

The Arab Spring of 2010 caused war in Syria unleashing the beginnings of the destruction of 

Damascus Is 17:1, another age-old prophecy now coming to pass. In the same passage of 

scripture in Is 17:5 it states “It shall be as when the harvester gathers the grain”. Damascus 

begins to be destroyed in the same prophetic time frame and preparation for the coming Rev 

14:14-16 worldwide harvest. This is the worldwide outpouring that heals the wound of His saints 

Is 30:25-26 “Great slaughter, sun and moonlight becomes 7-fold, towers fall, God heals the 

bruise/wound of His people with springs and rivers opening up in the desert and desolate 

places”.  

 

District of Damascus city in ruins from the civil war in Syria since 2010 

See: https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3371675/Bombed-houses-rubble-far-eye-apocalyptic-

landscape-remains-one-region-Syrian-capital-Damascus.html  

Two years after the Arab Spring Isis began forming in Syria by 2012. Then Hezbollah sent up to 4000 

Islamic troops into the Syrian conflict by June 2013. In 2013 Christian martyrs began doubling in 

the region (Egypt, Syria, Iraq, Sudan, Saudi Arabia ect) especially in Iraq and Syria. From June 

2013 the 42-month war against the saints of God Rev 13:5-7, in the region had begun Isis then 

entered Iraq early 2014 from Syria. This was all under Obamas watch this saints war 42nd month 

then ended Jan 2017 with Trumps inauguration as Trump overturned Obamas war policies and 

joined Russia in taking out Isis. Russia then forms new relationships with Turkey and Iran 

https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3371675/Bombed-houses-rubble-far-eye-apocalyptic-landscape-remains-one-region-Syrian-capital-Damascus.html
https://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3371675/Bombed-houses-rubble-far-eye-apocalyptic-landscape-remains-one-region-Syrian-capital-Damascus.html
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economically, both Iran and Turkey are enemies of Israel and the west, setting a new precedent 

on the world stage for end times fulfillment’s in Ez 38 and 39. 

 

Isis empowered weaponized and trained under Obama’s administration (CIA) began killing the saints 

in mass all revealed in scriptural prophecy, one thing led to the next. God honors the blood of 

those killed in His name His saints martyred by Satan in this case using Islam. The saint’s blood 

spilt on the ground cries out for God to move, to bring us into worldwide harvest to begin to heal 

the bruise the wound of His people.)   

     

Coptic saints murdered on the beaches of Iraq and Syria by Isis 

And heals the stroke of their wound (healing is coming to the saints, God starts this process with 

the Dan 8:9-14 prophecy of “2300 days”, a prophecy never understood before as it was out of 

season. This prophecy in Dan 8 is connected to the “little Horn” the end times antichrist of Rev 
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13, whom casts down some of the starey host and tramples them “in war”. The saint’s rule and 

reign in heavenly realms they are the ones cast down and trampled in a 42-month war “June 

2013 - Jan 2017”. This “cleansing of the sanctuary” Gods worldwide church begins to take place 

6.5 years from the beginning of the “war against the saints” which was June 2013, taking us to 

Dec 2019.  

This preparation time began as prophesied Dec 2019 with another worldwide perpetrated event by 

evil “Covid 19”, emerging on the world scene on schedule. This “cleansing of the sanctuary” 

season then leads us into the Joel 3 and Rev 14:14-16 worldwide” harvest of souls”. The saints 

bruise of persecution the stroke of their wound from war, begins to heal. During the saints 42-

month war against them, 2.3 million saints were removed from Iraq and Syria to become sex 

slaves, martyred or refugees. See chapter 14A “2300 days” chapter 19 “Twin towers” chapter 35 

“warring against the saints”).  

         

               Great slaughter                        Sun becomes seven fold                        Towers fall 

In a second dream the same night this author had the 9/11 puffa fish dream; There was a person 

riding a powerful “OX” at full gallop through mounds of spiritual poo and defication in the 

world. This beast can be found in Rev 17:3, 7, 8 “The woman of wickedness that rides the 

Beast”. In Bible symbolegy the woman on the beast represents (The Vatican Holy Roman 

Empire) a corrupt empire, the last empire of the Dan 2 statue vision, shes a defiled woman the 

“Harlot”. This particular beast (Satan) as Pagan Rome joined itself to the early Christian bishops 

of Rome forming the Roman Catholic Church. Over time paganism and corruption became rife in 

the church of Rome changing doctrine forming great lies and deception as it craved wealth and 

political power. This became the Holy Roman Empire influenced worldwide by the Vatican 

papacy (Jesuits) with world leaders bowing to the Papcy (all roads lead to rome). This beast of 

Rev 17 the harlot woman rides, has 7 heads which represents a city built on seven 7 hills, “the 

Vatican” in Italy Rome is built on seven hills inlfuencing nations.  
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Rev 17:9  "Here is the mind which has wisdom: The seven heads are seven mountains on which 

the woman sits. (NKJV) 

This beast with 7 heads and ten horns is generational in scripture it transforms itself Rev 12, Rev 13, 

Rev 17. In Rev 17 it is seen as a scarlet coloured (reds and purples) beast, just as the pontiffs 

wear scarlet robes and drink from a gold goblet. 

Rev 17:3  So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a 

scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten 

horns. (NKJV) 

This beast the woman rides started out in the book of Daniel, the fourth and last world empire the 

Romanic Kingdom, this became the Holy Roman Empire influenced by the Dragon as seen in 

Rev 12, persecuting the saints (1260 year period of persecution and inquizitions etc). This beast 

is  antichrist in nature (Satan) its an anti christian religion. The wicked woman (Vatican) has 

ridden this beast (last world Holy Roman Empire) and its system of rulership worldwide down the 

generations, as the wicked woman (corrupted church) drinks the blood of the martyrs. The harlot 

woman is drunk on their blood whom the dragon/beast kills (historical estimate at 150 million 

people).  

Rev 17:6  And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of the saints, and with the blood of the 

martyrs of Jesus: and when I saw her, I wondered with great admiration.   (NKJV) 

               

Rev 17:4 -5  And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold 

and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of abominations and 

filthiness of her fornication: And upon her forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, 

BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF 

THE EARTH.    (NKJV) 
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Originally the Pharesees influenced by the Dragon of Rev 12, first began killing christians untill 

70AD, then Rome killed thousands up untill 313 A.D. You then had the Vatican whom was given 

powers to murder any one not bowing to their rulership, they killed up to 150 million people over 

1260 years from 538 AD (Gothic wars the Barbariians were driven from Rome). The Vatican 

targeted what they called heretics/protestants in inquisitions this accelerated in numbers after the 

1550s and the Martin Lurther reformation. You also have the Islamic religion targeting Christians 

and other non Muslims, they have killed over 670 million people in 1400 years of Jihad since 

610AD. Both the Vatican and Islam have one thing in common they have hated, persecuted and 

murdered true spirit filled Christians as beast influenced false religions (see chapters 35, 36, 19B 

& 19C  the Martyrs) 

Rev 17:3  So he carried me away in the spirit into the wilderness: and I saw a woman sit upon a 

scarlet coloured beast, full of names of blasphemy, having seven heads and ten horns.   

(NKJV) 

Rev 17:12  "The ten horns which you saw are ten kings who have received no kingdom as yet, 

but they receive authority for one hour as kings with the beast. (NKJV) 

The ten horns of this beast now in Rev 13 in our modern generation, have morphed into ten political, 

military, economical geographical regions (WTO) of the Earth. Assigned by the Club of Rome in 

1973 then NAFTA in 1996 then the UN as well. These horns formed prior to the 9/11 

orchestrated event that has brought a quickening of end times events to the world. The New 

World order is the reginalisation of geographical continants (Agenda 2030/Clouse 

Swab/UN/Great Reset) removing borders between countries (UN World Immigration Compact 

2015). The Vatican and IMF are all heavely involved in these organisations represented by the 

UN. 

The UN the base of the Holy Roman Empire New World Order/Unity, consists of 193 nations 

covering the Earth, all within 10 assigned regions. The 7 heads at the time of the Rev 13:1-10 

beast from the sea (Obama) formed prior to thhe beasts appearance as well, they are identified as 

the G7 group (world leaders) the 7 most wealhtiest military and political powers on earth. The G7 

oversees 10% of the worlds population originally formed in 1975 consisting of Canada, France, 

Germany, Italy, Japan, the United Kingdom and the United States. 
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The 7 headed ten horned beast then gained it’s ten crowns in Rev 13:1-10 under the 1st beast from the 

sea (This happened in 2015 with the TPPA when Obama was given negotiated on behalf of rich  

corporations owned by the Rothschilds etc, 42% of the worlds GDP with 12 nations involved seen 

as 10 nations then handed over their soverignty to the corporations. Obama then handed the 

TPPA that removes all legislative power from TPPA nations over to the UN Corporate Tribunal. 

This then led into Covid 19 international mandate implementation of Vaccines by the rich 

merchants of the Earth Rev 18:23 bound to the TPPA/EU/UN).  

      

The Vatican is heavely involved in the UN behind the scenes (Dragons seat of power) promotes the 

”New World Order” system of banking and governance (IMF), befriending the Rothschilds and 

Co with a new organisation called the “Council for exclusive capitalism with the Vatican” 

masking it behind a false religion. Prince Charles (now King Charles 111 Sept 2022) is initmate 

friends with the Rothchilds under there influence and control as is the Vatican (Rothchilds run 

Vatican finances). Charles began the formation of the UN “Agenda 2021” now “Agenda 2030” 

using the UN (sustainable development using Global warming and Covid 19 to bring in a “Great 

Reset” of global control) together with the Economic Forum (Clouse Shwab). The events of 9/11 

have led to an ecceleration of agendas and end times events, to control and enslave the world by 

the Dragons elites, all prior to Christ second coming. This is the modern manifestation of the 

Jezebelic (Harlot) antichrist (beast) influenced “Babylon” the “Holy Roman Empire” as seen in 

Rev 17 and 18, that tramples the nations Dan 7:23, in the last days. 
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See short video of Prince Charles: https://crwdview.com/watch/the-great-reset-klaus-schwab-amp-

prince-charles-1992_bHi9rslE2Wbim9Z.html  

• Prince Charles of Wales delivered a speech at a United Nations (U.N.) opening ceremony 

for COP26 (here), a U.K.-hosted conference on climate change held in Glasgow from Oct 

21 to Nov 12, 2021. 

• During his speech, Prince Charles pleaded with world leaders to “come together” and to 

“take the action required” in order to “marshal the strength of the global private sector” 

and achieve a word-wide “fundamental economic transition.” 

• This transition will cost “trillions at his disposal” (who is this “his” “he” a single ruler ? 

Rothchild or Lucifer ? whom the elites bow to) and will require a “vast military-style 

campaign” whose power goes “beyond even the governments of the world leaders.” 

• Prince Charles regularly promotes the so-called “Great Reset” planned by the globalism-

promoting World Economic Forum (WEF). 

• The WEF’s Great Reset is referred to by The Transnational Institute as “a silent global 

coup d’etat” to capture world dominance. 

See: https://americanfaith.com/globalist-great-reset-will-require-vast-military-style-campaign-

prince-

charles/?fbclid=IwAR3yBdOpDE5DOh7oYgMKBgWy1ifdszyLKue56Nufej53dAKfNjmG0AznAL

Q  

The Vatican (Jesuits) are also involved in the “Economic Forum” putting things into action for a new 

World Order. This is no conspiracy the Vatican have also befriended Islam (both have murdered 

true Christians for generations without  repentance) saying they worship the same God, with the 

https://crwdview.com/watch/the-great-reset-klaus-schwab-amp-prince-charles-1992_bHi9rslE2Wbim9Z.html
https://crwdview.com/watch/the-great-reset-klaus-schwab-amp-prince-charles-1992_bHi9rslE2Wbim9Z.html
https://ukcop26.org/
https://ukcop26.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/COP26-Explained.pdf
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2020/06/great-reset-launch-prince-charles-guterres-georgieva-burrow/
https://www.weforum.org/great-reset/
https://www.weforum.org/focus/globalization-4-0
https://www.weforum.org/focus/globalization-4-0
https://www.tni.org/en/article/davos-and-its-danger-to-democracy
https://www.tni.org/en
https://americanfaith.com/globalist-great-reset-will-require-vast-military-style-campaign-prince-charles/?fbclid=IwAR3yBdOpDE5DOh7oYgMKBgWy1ifdszyLKue56Nufej53dAKfNjmG0AznALQ
https://americanfaith.com/globalist-great-reset-will-require-vast-military-style-campaign-prince-charles/?fbclid=IwAR3yBdOpDE5DOh7oYgMKBgWy1ifdszyLKue56Nufej53dAKfNjmG0AznALQ
https://americanfaith.com/globalist-great-reset-will-require-vast-military-style-campaign-prince-charles/?fbclid=IwAR3yBdOpDE5DOh7oYgMKBgWy1ifdszyLKue56Nufej53dAKfNjmG0AznALQ
https://americanfaith.com/globalist-great-reset-will-require-vast-military-style-campaign-prince-charles/?fbclid=IwAR3yBdOpDE5DOh7oYgMKBgWy1ifdszyLKue56Nufej53dAKfNjmG0AznALQ
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pope kissing the Koran. This is a Socialism and Islam agenda being brought together under the 

UN banner as a tool to cause economic destruction, chaos and desolation to nations. 

    

Klaus Schwab tells attendees at his World Economic Forum in Davos that “the future is being built 

by us” (1% elites wanting full control of the world. 

The World Economic Forum’s (WEF) founder, Klaus Schwab, recently stated that his organization is 

a “powerful community” that is “building the future,” and the Vatican has just announced that it 

is in agreement with the WEF’s policies. The Vatican sends delegates to the World Economic 

Forum, and together, they want to rule the world by enacting policies they believe will benefit us. 

The guiding principles in this first step to a one-world governance are found in the Pope’s 

encyclicals Laudato Si’ and Fratelli Tutti. Keep in mind what the Pope says in his encyclical: 

“To manage the global economy; to revive economies hit by the crisis; to avoid any deterioration of 

the present crisis and the greater imbalances that would result; to bring about integral and timely 

disarmament, food security and peace; to guarantee the protection of the environment and to 

regulate migration: for all this, there is urgent need of a true world political authority” (Laudato 

Si’ #175). 

 

See: http://adventmessenger.org/vatican-news-the-catholic-church-is-already-committed-to-the-

various-issues-considered-at-the-world-economic-forum/  

http://adventmessenger.org/vatican-news-the-catholic-church-is-already-committed-to-the-various-issues-considered-at-the-world-economic-forum/
http://adventmessenger.org/vatican-news-the-catholic-church-is-already-committed-to-the-various-issues-considered-at-the-world-economic-forum/
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After being received into the Vatican by the Pope this past weekend, Europe’s leaders then signed 

‘The Rome Declaration’ renewing their vow to the European Union of the Revived Roman 

Empire. 

See: https://signsofthelastdays.org/europe-leaders-renew-revived-roman-empire-vow-pope-vatican/  

The most globalist and interventionist Pope since the Crusades of the 12th Century has formalized an 

alliance with the largest figures in global finance led by none other than that noble banking 

family, Rothschild. The new alliance is a joint venture they call “Council for Inclusive Capitalism 

with the Vatican.” The venture is one of the more cynical and given the actors, most dangerous 

frauds being promoted since Davos WEF guru and Henry Kissinger protégé, Klaus Schwab, 

began to promote the Great Reset of the world capitalist order…… 

On their website they proclaim in a typical UN doublespeak, “The Council for Inclusive Capitalism is 

a movement of the world’s business and public sector leaders who are working to build a more 

inclusive, sustainable, and trusted economic system that addresses the needs of our people and 

the planet.” A more sustainable, trusted economic system? Doesn’t that sound like the infamous 

UN Agenda 21 and its Agenda 2030 daughter, the globalist master plan? They then claim, 

“Inclusive Capitalism is fundamentally about creating long-term value for all stakeholders – 

businesses, investors, employees, customers, governments and communities.” 

They continue, “Council members make actionable commitments aligned with the World Economic 

Forum International Business Council’s Pillars for sustainable value creation—People, Planet, 

Principles of Governance, and Prosperity—and that advance the United Nations Sustainable 

Development Goals.” 

In announcing the deal with the Vatican, Lynn Forester de Rothschild declared, “This Council will 

follow the warning from Pope Francis to listen to ‘the cry of the earth and the cry of the poor’ 

and answer society’s demands for a more equitable and sustainable model of growth.” 

https://signsofthelastdays.org/europe-leaders-renew-revived-roman-empire-vow-pope-vatican/
https://journal-neo.org/2020/12/22/the-dangerous-alliance-of-rothschild-and-the-vatican-of-francis/%20https:/www.inclusivecapitalism.com/
https://journal-neo.org/2020/12/22/the-dangerous-alliance-of-rothschild-and-the-vatican-of-francis/%20https:/www.inclusivecapitalism.com/
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See: https://journal-neo.org/2020/12/22/the-dangerous-alliance-of-rothschild-and-the-vatican-of-

francis/  

This worldwide beast (system) the woman rides, is symbolically depicted by the Europa statue of the 

EU “The Holy Roman Empire “ symbol over nations an OX with a woman riding it.  This is the 

rising up of the “Holy Roman Empire” with thier antichrist agenda of the last days. The  

manifestations of control through corruption in the Earth the forth and last world empire of Dan 

2.  

There is also Gods OX as found in Ez 1: 10, as one of the Cherubum faces representing the Holy 

Spirit and His strength as a burdon carrier, do the research. This EU OX is from the dream of an  

OX riding through the poo of the beast, a counterfit of unity through evil control corruption and 

lies. See pics of this Rev 17 OX beast next page: 

       

        

                                   Woman of Rev 17                      European Union Euro money 

https://journal-neo.org/2020/12/22/the-dangerous-alliance-of-rothschild-and-the-vatican-of-francis/
https://journal-neo.org/2020/12/22/the-dangerous-alliance-of-rothschild-and-the-vatican-of-francis/
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Europa Statue outside Winston Churchil Building and the EU parliament building in Brussels.  

 

The Scarlet Woman and the Scarlet Beast 

17 Then one of the seven angels who had the seven bowls came and talked with me, saying 

to me, "Come, I will show you the judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters, 2 

with whom the kings of the earth (leaders of nations) committed fornication, and the 

inhabitants of the earth were made drunk with the wine of her fornication."  

 

3 So he carried me away in the Spirit into the wilderness. And I saw a woman sitting on a 

scarlet beast (Vatican controlled system Holy Roman Empire) which was full of names of 

blasphemy, having seven heads (seven hills as its own nation) and ten horns (Club of Rome, 
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UN/EU and NAFTA assigned regions). 4 The woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet 

(Roman  Catholic priest  garment colors), and adorned with gold and precious stones and 

pearls (Vatican is the second wealthiest organization on Earth apart from the Rothschild’s whom 

run Vatican finances), having in her hand a golden cup full (Popes Gold cup of communion) of 

abominations and the filthiness of her fornication. 5 And on her forehead a name was 

written:  

MYSTERY, BABYLON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HARLOTS (Jezebel Spirit) 

AND OF THE ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH.  

6 I saw the woman, drunk with the blood of the saints and with the blood of the martyrs of 

Jesus (1st century Romans killing thousands until Constantine in 313 AD then it became the   

“Holy Roman Empire” Vatican Inquisitions for another 1260 years killing an estimated 70 

million. This also came with 1500 years of Islamic slaughter of people groups killing an 

estimated 669 million plus, targeting Christians and Jews into our modern 21st century. Then we 

have the warring against the saints mid 2013- 2017 in the Middle East region by the Rev 13:1-10 

“man of sin” and Islam. Christians were being persecuted by moderate Islamic refugees as well 

in refugee camps so Christians couldn’t go to the camps) And when I saw her, I marveled with 

great amazement.  

On Sept 11 2001, the 9/11 Twin Towers was the sound of the 5th trumpet being blown in the 

Earth of Rev 9 (George W Bush junior) another season of fulfillment unfolding watch Irvine 

Baxter 7 Trumpets: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fapoJp4B2g . This was policy follow 

through from George Bush senior and his cronies whom were putting things into place for 

implementing the New World Order for the rich merchants. 9/11 became an instrument of tighter 

controls upon the nations for the powers to be 

(UN/EU/Rothschilds/Rockefeller/Vatican/IMF/Club or Rome/ Bilderberger antichrist agendas). 

Th 5th Trumpet 9/11 event set things into play then by 2003 two years later it was to become the 

Iraq war with Saddam Hussein with the 43rd President George W Bush Junior, leading the charge 

another page turned. Iraq was a false flag agenda war with a nation that killed not one American, 

pursued from 9/11 the Twin towers attack that was prophesied about in the book of Isaiah 30:25-

26, 2700 thousand years ago. The 5th Trumpet was loosed as the Rev 13:1-10 Beast, “man of sin” 

antichrist was to appear next, Obama the 44th president of US. Obama reigned for 8 years as a 

Muslim President taking us into further conflict and the rise of Isis then the loosing of the 

“warring against the saints” (see below dream of two beasts against Christian city). 

Then God 16 years after 9/11 intervened after 42 months of war against the saints (June 2013-Jan 

2017) to fulfill Dan 7:22 giving a sign post of “favor” with “Trump” coming to power to 

encourage the saints. The cleansing of the sanctuary then began (Covid 19 Dec 2019) to prepare 

for the Rev 14:14-16 worldwide harvests to take antichrist dominion from nations and peoples, 

Islam’s time is up. This antichrist dominion has been there not just under President Obama but for 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1fapoJp4B2g
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generations of Christian persecution. It was at the end of the 42-month period of the saint’s 

persecution that President Trump came in on Jan 2017.  

Jan 2017 was the 42nd month (Trumps inauguration as President) of the “warring against the 

saints” from June mid-2013 when the Islamic Hezbollah terrorists entered into the Syrian 

conflict. Christian martyrs then doubled in that year alone to 160’000 onwards then further 

escalated as Isis went into Iraq in 2014, Isis was formed in the Syrian conflict. From mid-2013 to 

2017 one million Christians have disappeared from Iraq and one point two million from Syria and 

countless others from other Muslim dominated countries in the region. 

Other nations in the region began escalating Christian persecution as well killing thousands in 

Muslim countries such as Somalia, Sudan, Saudi Arabia, Egypt, and Pakistan. When President 

Trump got in the demonic realms manifested through riots and carnage ongoing for months on 

into Trumps presidential first term. You had Hollywood stars persecuting him, mass false media 

persecuting him, leftist elite agendas and republican politician’s road blocking his every move. 

Trump truly stepped into a demonic swamp of corruption at the highest internal levels just like 

the duck on the first page in the 9/11 dream that was very sick being eaten by maggots. 

       

       

Just one year before the 9/11 event, I had a dream about the coming antichrist figure whom was 

to attack Christians as prophesied about in Rev 13:1-10. See below dream: 
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18.6.2000    

In a dream I saw a man on fire coming out of the bush over a hill and then a beast on fire twice 

the man’s size coming in behind him. Both of these creatures were demonic and had come to 

bring destruction to what was in the dream “Christian city” the bride of Christ. I saw huge demon 

strongmen standing over “Christian City” working with these two creatures against the 

Christians. This is the “Antichrist spirit” coming on the rise in the earth these two beasts worked 

together (US foreign policy) sucking the life out of people especially the Christians (The 42 

months of warring against the saints began mid 2013 in the Middle East under Obama). The 

Lord then said "the next President elected after Clinton (the 42nd president) is to be a part of the 

“Book of Revelation” fulfillment (43rd George W Bush “the man of fire” with the 2001, 9/11 twin 

towers falling then the 44th Obama the “Beast of fire” and the warring against the saints” loosed 

by 2013).  

(Dream was in 2000 9/11 was in 2001 Bush started the Iraq war in 2003 with the invasion of Iraq 

stirring up Islamic war with the west. Then Obama created a vacuum empowering Hezbollah and 

Isis in Iraq and Syria by withdrawing US troops in 2011. Obama then trained select terrorist 

groups with weapons and handed over millions in funds empowering the Christian killing to 

begin the “warring against the saints”. This began sucking the life out of the Holy people in the 

Middle East “the saints of God” crushing their power just as in the dream) 

       

 43rd George W Bush 2001 - 2009 – then comes – 44th Barak Hussein Obama the “Beast” 2009 - 2017 

This dream was to start after the 42nd President Clinton’s second term 1993 - 2001 had finished. 

Then the next President of the USA the 43rd became George W Bush Junior on Jan 20th 2001. 

This is the first (antichrist) man on fire from the 2000 dream that loosed the fullness of the 5th 

Trumpet against Saddam Hussein in Iraq clearing the way for the second larger beast on fire. 
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This second larger “The beast of fire” that came is found in Rev 13:1-10 this beast emerged on 

the scene historically on Jan 20th 2009 as the 44th President of the USA “Barrack Hussein 

Obama” a half cast Muslim and Freemason who was President from Jan 2009 - Jan 2017. Obama 

then loosed us into the 6th Trumpet conflict build up with the “warring against the saints”. Obama 

followed on from the corrupt ground George W Bush had prepared, both are Freemasons with 

Obama being the first ever black US Muslim brotherhood President (very deceitful in covering his 

Islamic beliefs and agendas). 

   

Obama has become the Rev 13:1-10 Antichrist Beast or “man of sin” he fullfills 18 plus specific 

prophecies with all characteristics of the beast in scripture from the book of Revelation and 

Daniel (see antichrist prophecy fullfillment chapter). 
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As a historical fact it has been proven by the US Sheriff’s department investigators in Arizona in 

the US courts that Obama’s birth certificate is a fake a forgery. No one actually has any facts on 

who Obama really is except what Obama says where he is from. Because he is of African descent 

his roots go back to Africa that’s all they know his whole background is a fabrication. Obama 

seems to have become some kind of foreign infiltrator setting himself well above and beyond 

Presidential impeachment and US law. Obama’s lawyer on recorded media in the case actually 

admitted to the birth certificate being fake but said he’s a popular President that alone gives him 

credentials, no further action was taken or allowed blocked by US federal agencies:  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DyulBKTq0X8 

On March 3rd 2003 a dream came prior to the 2003 Iraq invasion by the US. I saw a gold box at 

the feet of God for “priority prayer” for the world and nations including Muslim nations. God 

prompted me to ask Him for souls I said “Lord I don’t know how many to ask for can You tell me 

the number?”. He then said “ask Me for 3 billion souls” (Rev 14:14-16 harvest to come). I was 

then awoken at 3.33 am and prayed for half an hour in His presence for mercy and grace upon the 

nations and the coming war and shaking of the world (6th trumpet war). That bloodshed and loss 

of life would be kept to a minimum. To see Babylon fall spiritually and to see Muslim 

strongholds crumble to allow salvation to flow (including Islam) for this harvest that Gods will is 

done for His Kingdom to come. (On March 3rd 2003 Muslims from around the world held 

massive prayer meetings to Allah). 

 

I had another dream with President George W Bush prior to the Iraq war invasion of March 20th 

2003. In my dream I was in a kitchen with George W Bush he had in his hand a jar with a 

caterpillar in it and was about to take off the lid to let out the caterpillar. I said to him do you 

know that if you let that caterpillar out you will cause a release of destruction beyond belief to 

begin. George Bush just smiled at me and undid the jar lid letting out the caterpillar. The 

caterpillar is symbolic of destruction like the locust that eats and destroys everything. This 

destruction began with the Iraq war of 2003 that has escalated Islamic terror ever since.  

Over 200 million Christians worldwide in 65 nations mainly Islamic are under persecution with 

160 thousand being martyred alone each year since mid-2013. The good news is the harvest in 

Rev 14:14-16 is to happen just before this great war culmination in the 6th trumpet that's where 

we are sitting right now. Obama took over the reins that George W Bush junior had set ready for 

the “Antichrist Beast” which became Obama as my dream indicated. 
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NOTE: 

In 2001 there were around the world on average of 1000 terrorist attacks annually this has 

increased since 9/11 in 2001, by 2014 that has risen to 13’000. In 2014 alone terror attacks from 

95 countries claimed 32’000 lives. With mass refugee immigration into European nations many 

terrorists such as Isis from war torn zones have entered into western nations bringing with them 

terrorist attacks, such as series of coordinated Paris attacks of 2015.  

The US government has spent 4.7 trillion on the war against terror to date (2017) since 9/11. The 

US and coalition forces under President Obama have actually armed, funded and trained terrorists 

advancing the Islamic cause. This truth has come to light as further information is being released 

such as CIA documents and other sources on media. Only since Vladimir Putin of Russia entered 

into the Syrian conflict in 2015 then President Trump in 2017 has this deceptive war in the 

Middle East begun to be reversed.  

This is a new kind of global war were that path to victory is unclear and the enemy is miss 

understood and unseen by westerners. This is a generational age old Islamic Holy war of Jihad 

against the world involving a religion in modern times of 1.7-9 billion followers. Isis for instance 

by late 2014 was operational in 18 different countries and expanding, with an estimated 

operational budget of 3 billion dollars, implementing Sharia law in Isis controlled areas of Iraq 

and Syria.  

Isis released over 700 promotional videos onto social media for recruiting new recruits bringing 

in 30’000 new troops by 2015, from around the world. The Islamic forces of Isis are estimated at 

being up to 200’000 troops by 2017. The Islamic terrorists such as Hezbollah, Taliban, Al-Qaida, 

Isis, Al-Shabaab, Hamas and other terrorist groups are murdering, rapingand stealing to bring 

destruction and chaos everywhere they go loosing “Jihad” against the infidels with Christians as a 

priority target.  

This is truly the beast nature as Jesus said referring to Satan the dragon and its nature in John 

10:10   10 The thief does not come except to steal, and to kill, and to destroy. (NKJV) As the 

Bible says in Rev 13:14 4 So they worshiped the dragon who gave authority to the beast; and 

they worshiped the beast, saying, "Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with 

him?" (NKJV) This end time war as mentioned here in Revelations I believe refers to Islamic 

terrorism the Rev 13:1-10 beast antichrist army of our times. Islam has been empowered and 
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advanced on Earth by the dragon “Satan” the spiritual “prince of the air” (Eph 2:2) since 9/11 

the hinge to the Book or Revelations coming into manifestation. 

Taken from “The new age of terror” documentary 2017 

The military of ISIL is the fighting force of the Islamic State of Iraq and the Levant (ISIL). The total 

force size has been estimated from tens of thousands to over two hundred thousand. ISIL's armed 

forces grew quickly during 2014. The ISIL military, including groups incorporated into it in 

2014, openly operates and controls territory in Iraq, Syria, multiple cities in Libya, and Nigeria. 

In October 2016, it conquered the city of Qandala in Puntland, Somalia. It also has had border 

clashes with and made incursions into Lebanon, Iran, and Jordan. ISIL-linked groups operate in 

Algeria, Pakistan, the Philippines, and in West Africa (Cameroon, Niger, and Chad). In January 

2015, ISIL was also confirmed to have a military presence in Afghanistan and in Yemen.  

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_activity_of_ISIL 

What’s been going on with Islam and the west ? 

The Mujahideen of  Afghanistan were recruited and formed in the late 70’s by Zbigniew Brzezinski, 

the United States National Security Advisor of Jimmy Carter (Brzezinski  was President Obama’s 

main policy advisor).  The military group was trained by the United States in order to repel 

Russian forces from Afghanistan to overthrow Russian influence.  

Bin Laden was trained by the CIA to fight the communists, the Taliban are a by- product of this US 

created movement. Since the fall of the USSR, Bin Laden and his Taliban served a new agenda, 

providing an excuse for the invasion of key Middle Eastern countries under the guise of a “war on 

terror”. In  2001 (9/11 false flag war), about 15 minutes after the second plane hit the World 

Trade Centre, the image of Bin Laden was shown on television the US led propaganda had begun.  

Bin Laden was the ideal patsy on who to blame the attacks and the perfect boogey- man to scare the 

American people. This scapegoat allowed the unquestioned invasion of Afghanistan and of Iraq 

in 2003 a plot agreed between the British Prime minister Tony Blare and the USA President 

George W Bush Junior.  

 

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_State_of_Iraq_and_the_Levant
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Syria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Islamic_State_of_Iraq_and_the_Levant_in_Libya
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Nigeria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qandala_campaign
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Qandala
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Puntland
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Somalia
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebanon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iran
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Algeria
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pakistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippines
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/West_Africa
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cameroon
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niger
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Chad
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Afghanistan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yemen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Military_activity_of_ISIL
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Article: 

Bush–Blair 2003 Iraq memo 
 

Sir David Manning (centre) and Secretary of State for Foreign and Commonwealth Affairs Jack 

Straw (right) at a meeting with Deputy Secretary of Defence Paul Wolfowitz on 13 November 

2003, eight months into the war and 11 months after the decision to invade Iraq.  

The Bush–Blair 2003 Iraq memo or Manning memo is a secret memo of a two-hour meeting 

between American President George W. Bush and British Prime Minister Tony Blair that took 

place on 31 January 2003 at the White House. It purportedly shows that at that point the Bush 

administration had already decided on the US invasion of Iraq. The memo was written by Blair's 

chief foreign policy adviser at the time David Manning, who participated in the meeting.  

It has become controversial for its content, which includes discussing ways to provoke Saddam 

Hussein into a confrontation, with Bush floating the idea of painting a U-2 spyplane in United 

Nations colors and letting it fly low over Iraq to provoke Iraq into shooting it down, thus 

providing a pretext for America and Britain's subsequent invasion. It also shows George Bush 

and Tony Blair making a secret deal to carry out the invasion regardless of whether weapons of 

mass destruction were discovered by UN weapons inspectors, in direct contradiction to 

statements made by Blair to Parliament afterwards that Saddam would be given a final chance to 

disarm.  

In the memo, Bush is paraphrased as saying: The start date for the military campaign was now 

pencilled in for 10 March. This was when the bombing would begin. Bush also said to Blair that 

he "thought it unlikely that there would be internecine warfare between the different religious and 

ethnic groups" in Iraq after the war. Five pages long, and classified as extremely sensitive, the 

existence of the memo was first alleged by Philippe Sands in his book Lawless World (2005). It 

was then obtained by American newspaper The New York Times, which confirmed its 

authenticity. 

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bush%E2%80%93Blair_2003_Iraq_memo 

He (George W Bush junior) even facilitated the enactment of the aberration called the Patriot act .  

 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Manning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Straw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jack_Straw
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Paul_Wolfowitz
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Memorandum
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/President_of_the_United_States
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/George_W._Bush
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Prime_Minister_of_the_United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tony_Blair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/White_House
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Administration_(government)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Invasion_of_Iraq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/David_Manning
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saddam_Hussein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saddam_Hussein
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lockheed_U-2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_Nations
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Iraq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2003_Invasion_of_Iraq
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weapons_of_mass_destruction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Weapons_of_mass_destruction
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parliament_of_the_United_Kingdom
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Philippe_Sands
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lawless_World_(book)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Newspaper
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/The_New_York_Times
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bush%E2%80%93Blair_2003_Iraq_memo
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Article:  

On this day in 2001, President George W. Bush signs the Patriot Act, an anti-terrorism law drawn up 

in response to the attacks on the Pentagon and World Trade Center on September 11, 2001. 

The Patriot Act’s expanded definition of terrorism also gave the FBI increased powers to access 

personal information such as medical and financial records. The Patriot Act superseded all state 

laws. 

See: https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/george-w-bush-signs-the-patriot-act 

The Iraq invasion began on 20th March 2003 it initially lasted for a month including 21 days of major 

combat operations. The early stage of the war formally ended May 1st 2003 after this the COA 

Coalition Provisional Authority was established to assist in the transition of government within 

Iraq. It is said almost 1 million people have died due to the invasion of Iraq and its effects in the 

region.  

It wasn’t until 2011 that US troops fully withdrew from Iraq under President Obama’s command 

creating the vacuum for terrorists such as Isis to be empowered then raised up in the region 3 

years later. It has been discovered that Qatar, Saudi Arabia , France, London, Turkey and the US 

played major roles in training, weapons supplies and funding for these terrorists through various 

agencies operating in the region. 

See: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2003_invasion_of_Iraq 

See: https://youtu.be/Zb_IZVwxw0M  

In 2011, Bin Laden’s usefulness to the agenda had run its course (Bin Laden was apparently killed in 

Pakistan on May 1st by US Special Forces it was then announced by Obama May 2nd 2011 from 

the White House. His body was dumped at sea from a US warship.). Furthermore the Obama 

administration needed an exploit to boost its pole rating until the next election in 2012.  

The death of Bin Laden was announced by President Obama with great triumph and jubilation 

through media causing an overreaction to the situation of a man being murdered by USA forces. 

Through CNN, NBC, CBS, ABC and FOX, millions of viewers rejoiced at the death of a man in 

the same matter ancient peasants rejoiced at the offering of human sacrifices to Baal or Satan 

(Jesus Christ said even if you have held anger in your heart towards another you have committed 

murder as a sin).This was a mass occultist deception causing the celebration of murder by 

millions in the USA and around the world it makes you ask who’s behind it all ?. 

https://www.history.com/topics/us-presidents/george-w-bush
https://www.history.com/topics/patriot-act
https://www.history.com/topics/pentagon
https://www.history.com/topics/world-trade-center
https://www.history.com/topics/fbi
https://www.history.com/this-day-in-history/george-w-bush-signs-the-patriot-act
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2003_invasion_of_Iraq
https://youtu.be/Zb_IZVwxw0M
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Taken from U Tube Video “How the Illuminati were created” See: https://youtu.be/aVjsW8cqam0  

See U Tube video Journalist John Pilger:  https://youtu.be/Zb_IZVwxw0M 

Going right back to the year 2001 about ten days after 9/11 occurred retired general  Wesley Clark  

saw information at the Pentagon stating the USA was to go to war against Iraq then a few weeks 

later he saw memos on the US plans to take out 7 nations over the next five years.  

See: https://youtu.be/9RC1Mepk_Sw  

It was in the “Arab Spring” uprising that occurred under President Obama’s watch. The USA became 

heavily involved in the over throw of three long term dictators in three nations Egypt, Libya and 

Tunisia all being replaced by Muslim leaders with ties to the Muslim Brotherhood. Obama the 

same year withdrew all US troops from Iraq creating the vacuum for new terrorists groups to arise 

in the region. Hence along came Isis out of nowhere killing in mass Christians and others in Iraq 

and Syria the “warring against the saints”.  

A lot of information has come to light recently stating Isis was trained and funded heavily by the 

USA and other nations. It’s said the CIA referred to this terrorist uprising as the “Hornets nest” 

well before it occurred according to an Alleged Snowden document that says that three countries 

the US, UK and Israel are behind the creation of  Isis, another conspiracy or truth ?.   

See: http://conservative-headlines.com/2014/07/operation-hornets-nest-alleged-snowden-document-

says-usukisrael-are-behind-isis/  

See: https://www.politifact.com/punditfact/statements/2014/aug/19/blog-posting/edward-snowden-

leaked-nsa-documents-show-us-israel/  

There have been 2.3 million Christians destroyed or dispersed from Iraq and Syria alone since mid 

2013-2017. There are millions more Muslim refugees predominantly young men flooding into 

European nations creating Chaos through fear, riots, rape , murder and violence, it’s been under 

reported by mainstream media. This has been a secret agenda right from the beginning to use the 

Middle East to des stabilize strong European countries for the New World Order to gain further 

control over the masses from utter chaos.  In 2019 the UN brought forth the “Global immigration 

compact” 167 nations signed it this is legally forced Muslim immigration into those nations. 

There’s an interesting letter circulating in media supposedly from Albert Pike an infamous Freemason 

whom stated in a strategic Freemason plan (true or false ?) that they would use Islam to bring 

about WW3 between political Zionism and Muslims/Islam, the final world take over domination 

https://youtu.be/aVjsW8cqam0
https://youtu.be/9RC1Mepk_Sw
http://conservative-headlines.com/2014/07/operation-hornets-nest-alleged-snowden-document-says-usukisrael-are-behind-isis/
http://conservative-headlines.com/2014/07/operation-hornets-nest-alleged-snowden-document-says-usukisrael-are-behind-isis/
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by the elite. This was in his plan of the three world wars to come, dated August 15th 1871. No one 

prior to the 1950”s had ever quoted the letters content it was only mentioned as an Albert Pike 

letter in books on Freemasonry etc. This letter and its supposed content was promoted mainly in 

the 1950’s revealed for the first time “The Plan” this was after the first two wars had happened 

there are no real sources to this letter or evidence of its actual existence. Yet this letter regardless 

of being real or a fake seems to be accurate on the last war WW3.  

This WW3 has already begun seemingly pre planned beginning with 9/11 in 2001, then the 2003 Iraq 

invasion creating “Poof” just like that Isis came from nowhere in 2014. What we face now is a 

media/social media propaganda war (USA, Britain, EU, UN) to deceive the masses. Recently in 

2016 onwards there have been troop build ups along Russian borders by NATO the US and EU a 

strong provocation.  It’s pretty much a known conclusion that all wars fought have been banker 

backed pressure to force their systems of banking upon nations that resisted them.  

These banker families such as the Rockefellers, Rothschild’s and JP Morgan are known 

Freemasons,/Jesuits and said to be the controlling invisible unknown illuminate elite. Weather a 

conspiracy or not Freemasonry is real  the  bankers are very real they are very rich they control 

most nations through pre meditated wars with their extravagant wealth, they are the true threat to 

humanity they are controlled by Satan himself as it says in scripture. The very nature of Satan is 

to steal, destroy and kill John 10:10. 

Luke 4:5-8 

Then the devil, taking Him (Jesus) up on a high mountain, showed Him all the kingdoms of the 

world in a moment of time (past, future, present). And the devil said to Him, “All this authority 

I will give You, and their glory; for this has been delivered to me (stolen from Adam and Eve), 

and I give it to (bankers/Vatican) whomever I wish. “Therefore, if You will worship before me, 

all will be Yours.” And Jesus answered and said to him, “Get behind Me, Satan. For it is 

written, ‘You shall worship the LORD your God, and Him only you shall serve. (NKJV) 

See: http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm 

See  “We control Islam and we will use it to control the west”: https://youtu.be/0dXD2H0m74g 

See: https://wideshut.co.uk/albert-pikes-3-world-wars-letter-hoax-wideshut-webcast/ 

See the Illuminate Freemason Albert Pike alleged letter below outlining 3 world wars, the third is 

now under way. This letter has not been proven as genuine yet the earliest copy can be found 

from the mid 19th century after WW2. This doesn’t explain why everything into the 21st century 

http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm
https://youtu.be/0dXD2H0m74g
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(2019 onwards) has been happening according to this letter including increased Christian 

persecution. Regardless of this Albert Pike letter false flags are emerging all over the place. 

Information is coming to light revealing corruption with miss information intended to miss lead 

populations with agendas and lies (UN/EU/NATO/USA/World/IMF 

Bankers/Vatican//TPPA/TTIP/Bilderberg/Jesuits/Islam/Global immigration pact) of high ranking 

government officials involved from before and after 9/11 onwards. 

Article: 

Albert Pike's 1871 Plan For The Three World Wars 

In 1871 Albert Pike envisioned three World Wars to be followed by an unparalleled economic 

disaster. Pike's plans have come to fruition, shockingly 'on target'.  Who is Pike and perhaps more 

importantly who backed Pike?  

Albert Pike's letter to Mazzini, dated August 15, 1871 

"The First World War must be brought about in order to permit the Illuminati to overthrow the 

power of the Czars in Russia and of making that country a fortress of atheistic Communism. The 

divergences caused by the "agentur" (agents) of the Illuminati between the British and Germanic 

Empires will be used to foment this war. At the end of the war, Communism will be built and used in 

order to destroy the other governments and in order to weaken the religions." 

"The Second World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences between the 

Fascists and the political Zionists. This war must be brought about so that Nazism is destroyed and 

that the political Zionism be strong enough to institute a sovereign state of Israel in Palestine. During 

the Second World War, International Communism must become strong enough in order to balance 

Christendom, which would be then restrained and held in check until the time when we would need it 

for the final social cataclysm." 

"The Third World War must be fomented by taking advantage of the differences caused by the 

"agentur" of the "Illuminati" between the political Zionists and the leaders of Islamic World. The war 

must be conducted in such a way that Islam (the Moslem Arabic World) and political Zionism (the 

State of Israel) mutually destroy each other. Meanwhile the other nations, once more divided on this 

issue will be constrained. physical, moral, spiritual and economical exhaustion…We shall unleash the 

Nihilists and the atheists, and we shall provoke a formidable social cataclysm which in all its horror 

will show clearly to the nations the effect of absolute atheism, origin of savagery and of the most 

bloody turmoil.  

Then everywhere, the citizens, obliged to defend themselves against the world minority of 

revolutionaries, will exterminate those destroyers of civilization, and the multitude, disillusioned with 

http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm#ww1
http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm#ww2
http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm#ww3
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Christianity, whose deistic spirits will from that moment be without compass or direction, anxious for 

an ideal, but without knowing where to render its adoration, will receive the true light through the 

universal manifestation of the pure doctrine of Lucifer, brought finally out in the public view. This 

manifestation will result from the general reactionary movement which will follow the destruction of 

Christianity and atheism, both conquered and exterminated at the same time." 

See: http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm 

 

A WORD OF ENCOURAGEMENT   28.5.2015 

Saints (God) 

 

Islam (Satan) 

In the last few weeks I have been personally wondering what’s going on God all these dreams 

and visions and words you have given to so many yet nothing seems to be coming forth yet in the 

glory ? The world is in turmoil and millions of Christians are being persecuted thousands 

murdered and raped and displaced when are you going to move ? I know revelations have to be 

fulfilled but what’s going on for the body of Christ?  

Vision 28.5.2015:  

I saw the Lord in a vision bring judgment against Islam I saw the sands of time in an hour glass 

run out for Islam the Lord then flipped the hour glass over and favour and victory was then given 

to the saints to overcome the persecution they had endured. I saw riders on white horses of fire 

ride across the land burning everything in their path with “Holy Fire” (Joel 2 army). The enemy 

had to flee and run from this onslaught of grace mercy and love as millions came running to God 

http://libertyforlife.com/nwo/albert_pike.htm
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and salvation. A great victory the blood of the saints had cried out to God and he answered and 

God was satisfied with the cry.  

This was a very clear vision of an egg timer type of hour glass with sand in it came. On the top of 

the timer was written "Islam" (warring against the saints) and its sand (time) had nearly run out. I 

saw the Lord turn it over and this time it had "Saints" written on the portion now at the top of the 

timer (Daniel 7:25-27) that was full of sand. God is about to give judgment in favor of the saints 

(to posses the kingdom on Earth) against what the enemy has being doing “warring against the 

saints” for a long time. I also felt Lord say He was going to destroy Isis from Iraq to push them 

right out. Daniel 7:21: 22 "I kept looking, and that horn (Antichrist) was waging war with the 

saints and overpowering them until the Ancient of Days came and judgment was passed in favor 

of the saints of the Highest One, and the time arrived when the saints took possession of the 

kingdom.  

(November  8th  2016 Trump wins presidential race  against great odds he is a  Christian 

surrounded by evangelicals such  as  Jenetzin Franklin, Paula White, Rodney Howard brown, 

Franklin Graham  and David Jeremiah the antichrist kingdom just got toppled in the USA time 

for Rev 14:14-16 harvest Glory to come)  
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